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Abstract
Few-photon induced ultrafast dynamics in acetylene (C2H2) leading to several dissociation
channels—deprotonation (H++C2H+ and H++C2H2+), symmetric break-up (CH++CH+) and
isomerization (C++CH2

+)—were investigated employing the (XUV; extreme
ultra-violet)-pump–(XUV; extreme ultra-violet)-probe scheme at the free-electron laser in
Hamburg, combined with multi-hit coincidence detection. The kinetic energy releases and
fragment-ion momentum distributions for various decay channels are presented. The
C++CH2

+ and H++C2H2+ channels reveal clear signatures of ultrafast molecular
mechanisms, demonstrating potential applications of our pump-probe technique to complex
systems in order to study a large variety of ultrafast phenomena in the XUV regime.

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

One of the most outstanding recent breakthroughs in photon
science is the advent of fourth generation light sources,
the free-electron lasers (FEL) [1–5], delivering extreme
ultra-violet (XUV) to hard x-ray pulses with unprecedented
peak brilliance and ultra-short pulse durations down to a
few femtoseconds. This opens up the possibility to study
dynamical processes on the femtosecond time scale, which

is of significant importance for our understanding of ultrafast
processes in physics, chemistry and biophysics [6]. Among
the other recent, most significant developments are few-cycle
laser pulses in the near infrared (IR) [7–9], now implemented
in pump-probe schemes imaging the sub-femtosecond nuclear
wave-packet (WP) motions in D2 or H2 molecules [10] and
ultrafast isomerization of C2H2 [11], the simplest and prototype
systems for studies of molecular dynamics and chemical
reactions. Recent developments in IR-pump–XUV-probe (or
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental set-up with the split-mirror stage and ion detection part of the reaction microscope.

vice versa) [8, 12, 13] experiments with sub-femtosecond
time resolution even extending to attosecond pulses [14]
provided a wealth of detailed insights into the temporal
evolution of electronically excited molecular systems [15–17].
However, the non-negligible IR driving field may complicate
the interpretation of laser-induced momentum measurements,
particularly for complex reactions in polyatomic molecules,
in which an enormous number of degrees of freedom strongly
interact with the IR laser field. Using XUV pulses as both pump
and probe pulses allows circumventing these complications
because one can usually stay in the weak field regime. In
addition, the very efficient population of highly excited ionic
states by XUV-photons allows inspecting unrevealed dynamics
underlying ultrafast molecular dissociation and isomerization
in utmost detail.

Recently, using a novel split-mirror set-up attached to a
reaction microscope (REMI) [18] at the Free-electron LASer in
Hamburg (FLASH), we performed the first XUV-pump–XUV-
probe experiment by tracing the ultrafast ground state nuclear
WP motion in D2

+ [19]. This development can be considered
as the starting point for a whole class of new experiments in the
XUV regime with femtosecond time resolution exploiting the
high brilliance and ultrashort pulses delivered by FLASH, and
it is expected to open new perspectives for the study of time-
dependent molecular dynamics in highly excited states [20, 21]
and photo-induced molecular rearrangement reactions [22].

Acetylene (C2H2) has been serving as a prototype
for studying molecular photoionization, dissociation,
isomerization, elimination and formation dynamics [23–32].
Especially an isomerization reaction occurring in C2H2

+

[22, 33–36] has been highly discussed recently. Here, the
excited ionic state (A2�) is expected to play a key role
for H migration via the trans-bending vibration mode. An
isomerization time of about 52 fs was observed for the first
time in our measurements by recording C++CH2

+ fragments
in coincidence as a function of delay times between the XUV-
pump and XUV-probe pulses [22]. The result was reproduced

by a mixed quantum-classical model [33]. This time-resolved
benchmark experiment uncovered the dynamics responsible
for the ultrafast non-radiative decay of A2�+, which has been
debated for more than four decades after its proposition by
Herzberg [37]. Meanwhile, theoretical approaches predicted
scenarios for migration recurrence via conical intersections
[33, 34] and for monitoring isomerization pathways by
molecular-frame photo-electron angular distributions [35].

In this paper, we will extend our previous studies [22] to
more details considering the following dissociation channels:
deprotonation (H++C2H+ and H++C2H2+), symmetric break-
up (CH++CH+) and isomerization (C++CH2

+). After a brief
introduction to the experimental technique (section 2) we will
present kinetic energy releases (section 3.1) and fragment
ion momentum distributions (section 3.2) for various decay
channels and compare them with one-photon absorption
measurements with synchrotron radiation [36, 38].

2. Experimental technique

The present XUV-pump–XUV-probe experiments were
performed at a photon energy of 38 eV (FWHM of ∼0.5 eV)
at beamline BL3 of FLASH. The experimental setup, a
REMI [18] equipped with an on-axis back-reflection split-
mirror arrangement for focusing and pulse-pair creation as
shown in figure 1, has been described in [20, 22]. In the
focus, an intensity of 1011–1013 W cm−2 was achieved. The
delay time between two XUV-pulses was set to be within
a range of ± 350 fs at a precision of better than 1 fs. The
time overlap of both pulses was determined by detecting
the delay-dependent dissociation of the coincident fragments
C++C2+ and C2++C2+, where maxima in the dissociation
yield at zero delay-time were observed. The time-resolution is
partially governed by the pulse duration, which was 30 fs
in the present work. However, we have shown that faster
dynamics can be resolved due to the partial coherence of the
FEL pulses generated by self-amplification of spontaneous
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emission (SASE) [39]. Inside the REMI, ionic fragments were
projected onto a time- and position-sensitive micro-channel
plate detector by means of an electric field (40 V cm−1). From
this information the three-dimensional momentum vector of
each ion was extracted. Dissociation channels were identified
by recording all respective fragments in coincidence and by
enforcing momentum conservation. For a given two-body
break-up channel we define the kinetic energy release (KER)
as the sum of the fragments’ energies. The energy resolution in
the KER is better than 100 meV for all dissociation channels
observed.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Branching ratios and kinetic energy releases

Kinetic energy releases integrated over all delay times
(±350 fs) are depicted in figure 2 for the following
fragmentation channels: (a) C2H2

2+ → H++C2H+,
(b) C2H2

2+ → CH++CH+, (c) C2H2
2+ → C++CH2

+, and
(d) C2H2

3+ → H++C2H2+. The thresholds for creation of
these dication channels are around 34–36 eV, which means
that they can be initiated by the absorption of one photon.
However, under the present experimental conditions, sequen-
tial two-photon absorption is the principal double-ionization
mechanism, as we have identified in our recent studies on
molecular fragmentation [19–22]. The number of photons
triggering the reactions in the actual experiment can be
estimated by inspecting the branching ratios among the three
dissociation channels, which are very sensitive to the energy
available for the photoelectrons [38, 40]. The here-observed
ratios of 71% for C2H++H+, 25% for CH++CH+, and 4%
for CH2

++C+ are significantly different from synchrotron
measurements at the same photon energy, where almost
comparable probabilities were found for the production of
CH2

++C+ and CH++CH+ [38, 40]. Our results are, however,
in good quantitative agreement with theoretical predictions
[40] for one-photon double ionization of acetylene at excess
energies of about 20 eV. If we assume sequential two-photon
absorption via the lowest states of the acetylene cation to be
the principal mechanism to initiate the observed dissociations,
the excess energy of the second ionization step has a similar
value of ∼22 eV. In recent experiments at 28 eV, below the
double ionization threshold of acetylene where sequential
two-photon absorption is required to reach the isomerization
channel (CH2

++C+), we obtained a KER distribution that is
very similar to the present one (figure 2(c)) at 38 eV photon
energy. These findings, together with the observed branching
ratios, are considered as evidence for the dominance of se-
quential two-photon transitions to produce the doubly charged
cation under the present experimental conditions although
one-photon double ionization is allowed energetically.

The KER distributions for H++C2H+ and
CH++CH+ exhibit maxima at 5.2 ± 0.1 and 5.5 ± 0.1 eV,
respectively, which are in agreement with the
5.5 ± 0.4 and 5.4 ± 0.2 eV given by one-photon results
with excess energies of ∼16 eV [38]. Two contributions
centred around 4.8 ± 0.1 and 5.8 ± 0.1 eV can be identified
in the isomerization channel CH2

++C+ (see figure 2(c)).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2. Experimental kinetic energy releases (KER) for
(a) C2H2

2+ → H++C2H+, (b) C2H2
2+ → CH++CH+,

(c) C2H2
2+ → C++CH2

+ and (d) C2H2
3+ → H++C2H2+ integrated

over all delay times |τ | < 350 fs.

These values are obtained from fitting the KER distribution
with two Gaussian functions. The low-KER part was found
to be time-independent whereas the high energy tail, not
observed in previous measurements, shows a clear evolution
as a function of time [22]. The time-independent low-KER
part is due to sequential two-photon absorption—through
intermediate states of the acetylene cation—populating an
isomerizing state of the dication within a single pulse. The
position of this peak in the KER spectrum is consistent with
earlier observations of isomerization in the acetylene dication
[36, 38, 41]. Here, an H atom is assumed to migrate to the
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other carbon site via the first excited triplet state 13�u in
C2H2

2+, 5.3 eV above the ground state of C2H2
2+ [11, 40]. The

peak at 5.8 eV in figure 2(c) was absent in previous studies
of dication isomerization [32, 36, 38, 41] and corresponds
to the formation of vinylidene through isomerization of the
A2�g state in the acetylene cation, recently identified in
reference [22].

The detection of H++C2H2+ recorded in coincidence
is shown in figure 2(d). The H++C2H2+ count rate
was about a factor of 20 smaller than that of the
H++C2H+ channel. Clearly, three maxima are visible in the
KER spectrum of H++C2H2+ at ∼7, ∼9.6 and ∼14 eV,
respectively (see figure 2(d)). Following the arguments
above on multiple ionization, we are quite confident that
C2H2

3+ → H++C2H2+ is reached by sequential absorption
of three photons through intermediate states of C2H2

+ and
C2H2

2+. The peak at 9.6 eV comprises 40% of the total counts.
It is most likely populated via the ground state (bound state)
of the acetylene dication, whereas the peak at 14 eV should
result from a low excited state of C2H2

2+. The lowest peak
at 7 eV shows typical characteristics of delayed ionization of
dissociating molecules, which we will discuss later.

3.2. Fragment ion momentum distributions

In order to further elucidate the multi-photon induced
multiple ionization dynamics in intense XUV fields,
we present two-dimensional fragment ion momentum
distributions (FIMDs) for the two-body break-up channels
of C2H2

2+ → H++C2H+, C2H2
2+ → CH++CH+, C2H2

2+ →
C++CH2

+ and C2H2
3+ → H++C2H2+ in figures 3(a)–

(d), respectively. Each viewgraph displays the momentum
distribution of two fragments in coincidence in the plane
spanned by the polarization vector ε of the light field and the
ion extraction direction of our REMI. The horizontal axis and
the vertical axis indicate the momentum components P‖ and
P⊥ parallel and perpendicular to ε, respectively. Note that the
plots in figure 3 represent cuts through the three-dimensional
momentum distribution recorded with the REMI where the
momentum component P3 along the third coordinate (the
propagation direction of the FEL) was truncated to |P3| <

40 au in figure 3(a), |P3| < 20 au in figures 3(b) and (c), and
|P3| < 15 au in figure 3(d).

Due to the quite short dissociation times of most of the
intermediate and final states involved for these channels—
typically below 100 fs compared to the rotation period
of ∼10 ps—the momenta of the ionic fragments directly
reflect the spatial alignment of the parent molecular ions
at the instant of photo-ionization according to the axial
recoil approximation [42]. Therefore, measuring 3D FIMDs
allows one to investigate in detail the process of photo-
absorption, for example the potentially preferred ionization
of molecules aligned along a certain direction with respect to
the polarization axis of the XUV light field, which can lead
to the production of aligned molecular ions from a randomly
oriented ensemble of molecules. In the deprotonation channels
(figures 3(a) and (d)) one clearly observes preferential
molecular fragmentation into the direction perpendicular to the

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. Two-dimensional fragment ion momentum distributions
for dissociation channels of (a) C2H2

2+ → H++C2H+,
(b) C2H2

2+ → CH++CH+, (c) C2H2
2+ → C++CH2

+ and
(d) C2H2

3+ → H++C2H2+. The polarization vector ε of the light and
time-of-flight direction of fragments are marked as P‖ and
P⊥ directions, respectively. The third momentum component
P3 along the third coordinate (the propagation direction of the FEL)
was integrated over |P3| < 40 au in (a), |P3| < 20 au in (b), (c) and
|P3| < 15 au in (d). Furthermore, events with |P| < 12 au are
removed in (a) due to false H+ events resulting from H2O and H2 in
the vacuum, and events with |P⊥| < 12 au are removed in (c) due to
a strong mixture with the CH++CH+ channel.
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FEL polarization ε, which is different from a previous study
of the H++C2H+ channel by one-photon absorption at 39 eV
where an almost isotropic distribution was reported [36]. This
is an additional evidence that sequential few-photon ionization
is the dominant mechanism for the creation of doubly and
triply charged acetylene in the present FEL experiment. From
the FIMD we can infer the symmetry of the intermediate
cation state in the two-photon process: under the assumption
that the photo-electron in the first step is emitted along the
polarization axis, the preferred perpendicular alignment is due
to a transition into a �u state, which is exactly the symmetry
of the cationic ground state X2�u.

Almost isotropic emission is seen for the C2H2
2+ →

CH++CH+ and C2H2
2+ → C++CH2

+ channels (figures 3(b)
and (c), respectively). The angular distribution for
C++CH2

+ is different from one photon experiments
[36] where enhanced ionization for molecules aligned
perpendicular to ε was found. Unfortunately, insufficient
statistics in figure 3(c) does not allow the angular distributions
to be distinguished for the two transitions manifested as
two peaks in figure 2(c). Also note that due to the strong
mixture with CH++CH+, the C++CH2

+ channel cannot
be resolved for |P⊥| < 12 au, as shown in figure 3(c).
Following the discussion for the deprotonation channel we can
estimate that the cationic ground state X2�u plays a negligible
role as an intermediate state when the CH++CH+ and the
C++CH2

+ dissociation channels are populated. Instead, the
almost anisotropic fragmentation patterns can be linked to a
singly-charged state of �g symmetry, which could be the first
excited A2�g

+ level. This is consistent with our earlier findings
that this state is responsible for the acetylene-vinylidene
isomerization [20].

3.3. Time-dependent information

The main goal of this study is to clock ultrafast molecular
dynamics using the XUV-pump–XUV-probe approach. The
channels of H++C2H+ and CH++CH+ do not present time-
dependent features like nuclear WP dynamics or molecular
dissociation which could be a consequence of poor time-
resolution resulting from an average FEL pulse duration of
30 fs and the strong mixture of various transitions via different
intermediate states in C2H2

+. Remarkably, the peak at 5.8 eV
in the KER spectrum of the C++CH2

+ channel (figure 2(c)),
absent in previous studies of dication isomerization, displays
a clear time-dependence from which we can extract the
timescale of the isomerization, as reported earlier [22].

In analogy to this, we concentrate here on the H++
C2H2+ decay channel. Figure 4(a) contains a two-dimensional
density plot for the KERs of the C2H2

3+ → H++C2H2+ decay
channel as a function of the delay times between the two
XUV pulses. Three bands corresponding to the three KER
peaks in figure 2(d) are visible. Three projections of the two-
dimensional data onto the delay axis integrated over these
KER bands of 4−8, 8−12 and 12−16 eV are presented
as solid lines in figures 4(b)–(d), respectively. Interestingly,
lines in figures 4(b) and (c) present a maximum at zero
delay time, with the maximum of the latter being broader.
Instead of the maximum at zero delay the projection for

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4. 2D density plot for the kinetic energy release (KER) of
coincident H++C2H2+ as a function of the delay time (a). Three
projections (solid lines) collecting the events in the KER bands of
4−8, 8−12 and 12−16 eV are plotted in (b)–(d), respectively. The
expected time-delay dependence of the KER for delayed ionization
is indicated by dashed lines. See text for more details. Exemplary
error bars for the projections are shown for the rightmost data points.

smaller KERs in figure 4(d) displays a wide minimum. These
variations around zero delay time for the different energies
indicate that the H++C2H2+ dissociation channel with KERs
around 7 eV might be populated via delayed ionization: in the
pump pulse, deprotonation of the acetylene dication yielding
H++C2H+ fragments is launched after absorption of two
photons. The larger the time delay between the two pulses,
the more the proton and the C2H+ moiety have separated
until the probe pulse arrives, and further ionizes the C2H+ to
yield the final H++C2H2+ fragments. In general, increasing the
charge leads to a higher Coulomb explosion energy. However,
if the distance between the two fragments is too large the effect
is negligible. If they still reside in close vicinity (which is true
for short time delays) a higher KER is observed, which leads to
the minimum around zero for the low-energy band in figure 4.
Additionally, the dashed line added to figure 4 indicates
the expected evolution of KER as a function of time for a
dissociation channel exhibiting delayed ionization. One has to
notice that it is still very difficult to observe this feature directly
from the 2D density plot according to the insufficient statistics.

4. Conclusion

In this article, we have described an investigation of the few-
photon induced ultrafast dynamics in acetylene leading to
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deprotonation (H++C2H+ and H++C2H2+), symmetric break-
up (CH++CH+), and isomerization (C++CH2

+) employing
the XUV-pump–XUV-probe scheme at FLASH. Kinetic
energy releases and fragment ion momentum distributions for
these decay channels were recorded showing characteristics
of sequential few-photon ionization where the most likely
intermediate states in these step-wise processes could be
identified. Interestingly, the time-resolved Coulomb explosion
H++C2H2+ channel clocked in a femtosecond XUV stopwatch
reveals rich ultrafast molecular fragmentation dynamics,
further clarifying few-photon induced transition pathways.
The present experimental scheme demonstrates the attractive
perspectives and potential applications for the time-evolution
of nuclear WPs, molecular dissociation, isomerization,
elimination and charge transfer processes in molecules in the
XUV regime.
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